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Introduction:
This is a Minor Design Review application, requesting approval to develop a tapas restaurant
and enclose the existing loading dock area to add useable square footage. The site for the
proposed restaurant is 6780 Depot, suite #120, in The Barlow. The site is currently home to the
Feed Sonoma (a produce distributor), and The Nectary. The tenant space is located within a
larger building which contains a number of additional tenant spaces, such as: office space, a
gym, and Woodfour Brewing Company.
Project Description:
The project involves the reuse and expansion of the existing tenant space, site improvements,
and the installation (reface) of an existing wall sign (which is in compliance with The Barlow’s
Master Sign Program and is therefore eligible for Administrative approval).
The tenant space is currently home to the Feed Sonoma (a produce distributor), and The
Nectary. The kitchen and food storage facilities for the proposed restaurant will be located in
Suite 130 (shared with The Nectary, which will also be providing elixirs and juices for the
restaurant). This application, however, is only looking at the proposed addition to Suite 120
which will house the restaurant seating and bar. Suites 120 and 130 are connected. The
proposed addition will add approximately 475 square feet to Suite 120 and the addition of 12
feet of planter area and 3 arched arbors on the exterior of the building. This proposal also
includes the addition of an egress along the norther end of the building addition to create a 2nd
ADA entrance.

Restaurant: The existing building has a floor area of 24,501 square feet, 1,486 of which makes
up Suite 120’s tenant space. With the addition of the 475 square feet of converted loading
dock, the new square footage of the tenant space will be 1,961 square feet. The tenant space
will be converted into a dining space with seating for up to 100 people. Suite 130 will house the
kitchen, cold storage and a small brewing facility. Suite 120 will be the seating area and bar for
the restaurant, which will offer a variety of seating options. The height of the addition is 13 feet 4
inches tall. This addition includes a 2nd ADA entrance along with a new egress, along the north
end of the addition, to connect the 2nd entrance to the main entrance.
The addition will be painted to match the existing building and will be constructed of the same
materials (including windows and doors).
Site Improvements: The existing surface driveway will be reconfigured to accommodate several
site improvements. Approximately 475 square feet of asphalt and loading dock space will be
removed and replaced with the extension of the proposed restaurant. In addition, the proposal
includes extending the existing planting strip 12 feet to the northeast and adding in three arched
arbors. The planter addition will mimic the existing plantings of Lavandula x. intermedia
‘Provence’, Eschscholizia californica, Achillea x. ‘Moonshine’, and Abutilon palmeri; along with
the addition of Passiflora incarnate for the three arched arbors, to help provide shading in the
summer. There is the potential that one existing tree (a Chiliopsis linearis) may need to be
removed for the addition. This is the tree located on the most southern edge of the addition,
where it meets the main building. This tree is not large enough to trigger a Tree Removal
Application.
A new egress pathway is also proposed to be added at the north portion of the tenant space to
connect a 2nd ADA egress to the main entrance.
Wall Sign: The existing ‘Produce Hub’ sign is proposed to be replaced with a similar painted wall
sign which will read “Laguna Libations” and will measure 75 square feet, which is in
conformance with The Barlow’s Master Sign Program, which allots 75 square feet of signage to
Anchor Tenants. The applicant will be submitting an Administrative Sign Review upon receipt of
their Use Permit Approval.
The applicant prepared a written statement that is attached to this staff report.
Environmental Review:
Restaurant and Site Improvements: The proposed restaurant is categorically exempt from the
requirements of CEQA pursuant to Section 15301, Class 1, which includes operation, repair,
maintenance or minor alteration of existing public or private structures involving negligible or no
expansion of use beyond that existing at the time of the lead agency’s determination. Section
15301 (e) (1) states the following: “Additions to existing structures provided that the addition will
not result in an increase of more than: 50 percent of the floor area of the structures before the
addition, or 2,500 square feet, whichever is less.” The project is consistent with this categorical
exemption in that it involves the reuse and minor expansion of an existing structure, and the
reconfiguration of an existing loading dock area in restaurant seating.
General Plan Consistency:
The General Plan Land Use Designation for the site is Light Industrial. The General Plan states
the following: “This designation provides for a wide variety of commercial, wholesale, service,

and processing uses which do not generate excessive adverse environmental impacts. Other
uses allowed in this designation include office ancillary to industrial uses; warehousing and
agricultural products sales and services; auto sales and repair; food and drink processing;
construction yards; research and development, laboratories, light manufacturing; and similar
uses. Residential uses are permitted as a secondary use to the primary light industrial uses
allowed in this land use designation at a density of 12.1 to 25 units per acre. Maximum FAR
shall not exceed 0.75 (not including residential use).” The restaurant, which also proposes to
brew a small amount of beer on site, is consistent with the Light Industrial Land Use Designation
in that it will be a restaurant establishment located in an area that contains an array of office,
commercial and industrial use; in addition to food and retail services.
Zoning Ordinance Consistency:
The site is located in the M: Industrial District. The Zoning Ordinance states the following: "The
purpose of the M District is to implement the ‘Industrial’ land use category of the General Plan
and to provide areas for the manufacture, assembly, packaging, or storage of products which, in
the opinion of the Planning Commission, are not harmful, injurious, or detrimental to property or
the general welfare of the City and its residents; and other general commercial uses that are
compatible with the industrial uses. This district is applicable to light and general industrial
areas of the City.” The restaurant is consistent with the M District in that it involves the
development of a ‘Food Sales’ use, which is classified as a permitted use in the M: District; and
an Alcohol Use Permit will be reviewed by the Planning Commission on January 23, 2018 to
permit the service of alcohol and on-site brewing of beer.
Restaurant and Site Improvements: The proposed restaurant is also subject to the following
development standards of the M District:
Code Section
Section 17.25-2
Section 17.25-2
Section 17.25-2

Development Standard
Project
Building Height
35 Feet
13 feet- 1 4 inches
Stories
2 Stories
1 Story
Floor Area Ratio
0.75
0.64
There is a 0 ft. setback for front,
Setbacks
side and rear yards

Parking: The Barlow is subject to the following parking requirement: One space per 400 square
feet for all uses, except residential. The requirement applies to industrial, food, retail, and other
uses. The number of parking spaces being provided at The Barlow meets the overall parking
requirement in terms of building square footage. Parking is shared by the tenants via reciprocal
easements. On a practical level, some of the approved uses at The Barlow will require more
parking, such as a restaurants, while others will require less parking, such as industrial
productions and warehousing facilities
The project involves the development of an indoor dining area that will have two entrances and
adds a floor area of 475 square feet. This would require an additional approximately 1.2 parking
spaces. The Barlow currently has a code-calculated surplus of approximately 32 parking
spaces, which is more than ample to cover the needed the 1.2 additional spaces required. As
such, the application is consistent with the parking requirements for The Barlow.
Public Comment:
The Planning Department has not received any comments on the application from the public as
of writing this report.

City Departmental Comment:
The following City departments reviewed the application: Building and Safety, Engineering, and
Fire. The following comments were received from the Building and Safety Department:
“There are some significant flood zone construction requirements that will need to be
addressed. The additional square footage will need to be structural adequate for the
flood water loads. The interior space may need to be connected to the flood seepage
system. The engineer of record for the project should be consulted on the proposed
alterations to the structure to assure they are adequate and meets the flood construction
design criteria.”
The following comments were received from the Fire Department:
 “Maintain Fire Sprinkler Suppression System. Add or move sprinkler heads as needed.
 Maintain Fire Alarm System. Add or move required Smoke and Heat Detectors, Manual
Pull Stations, Horns/Strobes, Emergency Lighting, Fire Extinguishers, Kitchen
Suppression System (if required).
 Second ADA Compliant Entrance and Egress.
 Full Fire Inspection required.”
These comments have been added as conditions to the end of this staff report. As of writing
this report no comments have been received from the Engineering Department.
Required Findings:
Design Review: Section 17.310.030.B.2 of the Zoning Ordinance states the following: “In
considering an application for design review, the Design Review Board, or the Planning
Director, as the case may be, shall determine whether the design of the proposal would be
compatible with the neighborhood and with the general visual character of Sebastopol; the
design provides appropriate transitions and relationships to adjacent properties and the public
right of way; it would not impair the desirability of investment or occupation in the neighborhood;
the design is internally consistent and harmonious; and the design is in conformity with any
guidelines and standards adopted pursuant to this Chapter.”
Analysis:
Restaurant and Site Improvements: The project involves the reuse and expansion of a building
that has been home to Feed Sonoma for several years. The intent of the project is to establish
a tapas restaurant, which appears to be compatible with the neighborhood and greater
Sebastopol in that there are a number of restaurants in proximity and throughout the community
that contain dining areas of a similar size. In that the project utilizes the existing tenant space
and will have a 13 foot and 4 inch tall addition, measuring approximately 475 square feet. The
design does not impair the desirability of investment or occupation in the neighborhood in that
removes approximately 475 square feet of loading dock area and asphalt to create an indoor
restaurant seating area; and includes the addition of more vegetation and arches that help to
soften the hardscape visual appearance of the site. The design appears to be compatible with
the neighborhood and the general visual character of Sebastopol in that it is of similar scale to
several buildings located in the Barlow, including the building to which the addition is attached.
The design provides appropriate transitions to adjacent properties in that the restaurant addition
is not disproportionately shorter or taller than nearby buildings, and the existing trees and
plantings (barring possibly 1 tree) will be retained and further vegetation is proposed to be

added. The design also provides appropriate transitions to the public right-of-way and adds a
second egress for an ADA entrances. Finally, the design is internally consistent and
harmonious in that it utilizes the same patterns, siding, windows, doors, and materials as the
main building to which it is attached.
Recommendation:
If it is the consensus of the Board that the proposed restaurant and site improvements are
compatible with the site, staff recommends that the application be approved based on the facts,
findings, and analysis set forth in this staff report, and subject to the conditions of approval
outlined.
Alternatively, the Board may find that revisions are necessary and a continuance is appropriate.
Staff recommends that the Board provide direction for redesign to the applicant in the event of a
continuance or rationale in the event of a denial.
Attachments:
Master Planning Application Form
Proposal Statement
Site Photos
Site Plan, Elevations, Landscaping and Floor Plan

Findings for Approval
Minor Design Review
Application Number 2017-94
Approval to reuse and expand the existing tenant space for use as a restaurant at
6780 Depot Street, Suite 120:
1. That project is categorically exempt from the requirements of CEQA under Section 15301,
Class 1, which includes operation, repair, maintenance or minor alteration of existing public
or private structures involving negligible or no expansion of use beyond that existing at the
time of the lead agency’s determination, in that the primary space is in use, and the
expansion will be minor in scope.
2. That the project is consistent with the General Plan and Zoning Ordinance in that it involves
the development of a commercial uses in an area that contains an array of commercial
uses.
3. That the project is beneficial to the neighborhood and greater Sebastopol in that it improves
and beautifies a tenant space.
4. That the design is compatible with the neighborhood and the general visual character of
Sebastopol in that it is of similar scale to several buildings located within the Barlow, and
throughout the City’s industrial district.
5. That the design provides appropriate transitions to adjacent properties in that the restaurant
is not disproportionately shorter or taller than nearby buildings, and existing trees will be
retained and vegetation added.
6. That the design provides appropriate transitions to the public right-of-way and create a new
ADA egress and entrance.
7. That the design does not impair the desirability of investment or occupation in the
neighborhood in that removes approximately 475 square feet of loading dock space and
asphalt to create an extension of the existing tenant space for restaurant seating and an
outdoor area with an extended planter bed which will include vegetation to match the
existing plantings.
8. That the design is internally consistent and harmonious in that it utilizes the same patterns,
siding, windows, doors, and materials as the main building in which the tenant space is
located.
Conditions of Approval:
1. Approval is granted for the Design Review submittal described in the application and plans
date-stamped December 19, 2017. This approval is valid for three (3) years, except that the
applicant may request a one (1) year extension of this approval from the Planning Director,
pursuant to Section 17.250.050 of the Zoning Ordinance.
2. All construction shall conform to the plans date-stamped December 19, 2017, unless the
design is modified herein. The applicant must obtain a Building Permit prior to the
commencement of construction activities.

3. The restaurant shall be CASP certified to the satisfaction of the Building Official.
4. Any rooftop equipment shall be screened to the satisfaction of the Planning Director.
5. No alcoholic beverages shall be sold or consumed on the premises without first obtaining
approvals from the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control and the Planning Director or
Planning Commission, as may be required.
6. Flood zone construction requirements will need to be addressed to the satisfaction of the
Building Official and the additional square footage will need to be structurally adequate for
flood water loads.
7. Further review will be required by the Building Official to determine if the interior space
needs to be connected to the flood seepage system.
8. The engineer of record for the project shall be consulted on the proposed alterations to the
structure to assure they are adequate and meets the flood construction design criteria.
9. Maintain Fire Sprinkler Suppression System. Add or move sprinkler heads as needed.
10. Maintain Fire Alarm System. Add or move required Smoke and Heat Detectors, Manual Pull
Stations, Horns/Strobes, Emergency Lighting, Fire Extinguishers, Kitchen Suppression
System (if required).
11. Provide a second ADA Compliant Entrance and Egress.
12. A full Fire Inspection is required.

